
LUXURY COLLECTION BY ADLER



Gents leisure jacket in a trendy combination
of a softshell fabric. 

DESIGN:

    2-layer construction
 
    bottom hem with polyester trimming tape 

    Softshell, 100 % polyester, Fleece 350 g/m2, 100 % polyester
    Softshell, 96 % polyester, 4 % elastane
    lining: 100 % polyester

 M - XXL

SOFTSHELL GENTS JACKET

CASUAL
PRODUCT #550

80



Full zip sweatshirt with a hood coupled with
fashionable elements. 

DESIGN:

    pullover hood with lining and decorative stitching

    head sleeve with strengthening decorative patches on the elbows
 
    two patched kangaroo style pockets on the front

    80 % cotton, 20 % polyester, combed inside SJ, 320 g/m2

     note: fabric in various colour options may differ

 M - XXL

GENTS SWEATSHIRT 

HOODIE
PRODUCT #450

75 7476



Simple yet elegant polo shirt with slits and hidden
details, suitable for any occasion.

DESIGN:

    placket with 3 buttons decorated with the Malfi ni logo

    5 % elastane to achieve a better shape

    95 % cotton, 5 % elastane, Pique, 200 g/m2 

 M - XXL

GENTS POLO SHIRT

PERFECTION PLAIN
PRODUCT #251

00 01 7170



LADIES POLO SHIRT

PERFECTION PLAIN
PRODUCT #253

Elegant Polo Shirt with fi tted waist enhances
the beauty of the female fi gure.

DESIGN:

    placket with 5 buttons decorated with the Malfi ni logo

    5 % elastane to achieve a better shape

    95 % cotton, 5 % elastane, Pique, 200 g/m2 

 S - XL

00 01 71



100% mercerised cotton, silk gloss and elegant design makes 
the polo shirt Spirit an exceptional product.

DESIGN:

    placket with 3 buttons decorated with the Malfi ni logo

    decorative woven tape on the inside of the collar, placket and slits

    100 % mercerised cotton, Single Jersey, 150 g/m2

 M - XXL

GENTS MERCERISED POLO SHIRT

SPIRIT STRIPED
PRODUCT #250

79 81



100% mercerised cotton, silk gloss and elegant design 
makes the polo shirt Spirit an exceptional product.

DESIGN:

    placket with 3 buttons decorated with the Malfi ni logo

    decorative woven tape on the inside of the collar, placket and slits

    100 % mercerised cotton, Single Jersey, 150 g/m2

 M - XXL

GENTS MERCERISED POLO SHIRT

SPIRIT PLAIN
PRODUCT #255 

72



Unusual decorative stitching on the shoulders and exquisite 
workmanship give another dimension to the classic T-shirt.

DESIGN:

    excellent sewing and quality materials
 
    structured shoulders with a decorative saddle reinforced with double cover stitching

    5 % elastane to achieve a better shape

    narrow rib knit neckline

    95 % cotton, 5 % elastane, Single Jersey, 180 g/m2

 M - XXL

GENTS T-SHIRT

ACTION
PRODUCT #150

00 01 7170 72
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